INTERNAL MEMO

FROM: DIRECTOR TIMETABLING AND SCHEDULING OF UNITS

TO: ALL TEACHING DEPARTMENTS (CEP)

DATE: 2ND APRIL 2019
REF: KU/TSU/IBP/VOL.

SUBJECT: TEACHING TIMETABLE FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION PROGRAME (CEP) APRIL 2019 TRIMESTER ACADEMIC YEAR 2018-2019

Attached herewith find the Teaching Timetable for April 2019, Academic Year 2018/2019.

The effective date for this timetable is Friday 12th April 2019.

Departments are advised to follow the given timetable strictly and are not allowed to change the rooms and the hours without consulting the timetabling section.

All units shared by other groups are synchronized where groups are known.

The attached timetable is totaling to 59 pages.

Thank you,

PROF. S.P. SINGH
DIRECTOR TIMETABLING & SCHEDULING OF UNITS

C.c: Vice-Chancellor
DVC (Academic)
Registrar (Academic)
Dean DSVOL
Director- QMS
Head Academic Audit
Head Teaching Programmes

SPS/jno